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Abstract

Prior to 1973 it was generally believed that

small and medium power reactors (SMPR* s) had a poten-

tially large market and only their high capital costs

prevented their large scale commercial applications.

In December 1973i crude oil -price rose from US $3 to 4

per barrel to more than US $ 12 per barrel. This

changed the economic position -of SMPS1 s so much so

that even 100-200 MW(«) nuclear reactors irere consi-

dered economic compared to oil-fired plants. A Market
«-* -^1.. 1,-. x

Survey by the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1974

showed that the potential market for reactors ranging

from 150 to 500 IBTCe) during 1980 - 1989 amounted to 154

units with a total installed capacity of 45,000 Htf(e).

This potential market did not, however, generate the de*

sired interest among the reactor manufacturers. So far
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only three manufacturers based in Europe have shown

interest in SHFR1S and at present small reactors are
mostly

being built commercially / in India. Among develop-

ing countries Bangladesh, Jamaica «nd Kuwait are seri-

ously looking for reactors in sizes of 100-200 Mtf(e).
al

The paper analyses the historic/background of SMPE* s
and problems related to their commercial application

and suggests the following actions:

i) A Special Nuclear Fund may be created by con-

tribution from Member States to provide finan-

cial support to selected reactor manufacturers

willing to make SMPB1S commercially available.
ii) The proposed Special Nuclear Fund may also be

' < ?
used to provide credit with soft terms to de- '

veloping countries interested in building

SMPE'a.

iii) The Agency should expand the scope of its

activities and take up the responsibility

of collecting and administring the Special

Nuclear Fund*

Background

The smallest size of a nuclear power plant commer-

cially available today is around 600 Htf(e) which is often

too large from point of system stability and reliability

for electrical grids in most developing countries. This
reactor

problem of availability of a smaller^is not mew and was

in existence even when the smallest available size was

around one-half of that of today. As a conséquence many



developing countries today are deprived of the most mo-

dern source of energy which, is re-newable and believed

to be cheap and abundant in supply to meet our future

demand.

The problem was discussed in many panels, sympo-

sia and conferences organised by the International Atomic

Energy Agency in the past. It was generally believed

in late 60* s and early 7O1S that due to the high per

Ktf(e) capital costs small and medium sized power reac-

tors (SMPR* s) upto a size below 500 HSuTCe) were unecono-

mic compared with oil-fired power plants when fuel oil

price was around 8 2.5 per barrel* As a result there

was a lack of interest among reactor manufacturers to

make SHEE*s commercially available. The principal atten-

tion of all panels and symposia was thus directed to-

wards finding ways and means to reduce the per unit capi-

tal costs of SMFB1S through standardisation of unit

sizes, components and systems, simplification of safety

and licensing procedures, multiple orders, international

competition, optimum use of local skills and materials

etc.

IABA Market Survey

She interest of the manufacturers was also rest-

rained by the uncertainty of the potential market of

SHE1E1S. Following a recommendation of the Fourth Inter-

national Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,

held in Geneva in 1971» to intensify efforts to assist

developing countries in planning their nuclear power
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programme, a Working Group on Nuclear Power Plants of

Interest to Developing Countries was convened in Octo-

ber 1971 to review the then status of the potential for

nuclear power plants in these countries. The Working

Group recommended that a Market Survey be carried out

to determine the size and timing of demand for nuclear

power plants in selected developing countries where they

might play an economic role in complementing conventional

energy sources. She survey was undertaken by the Agency

in 1972-73 and fourteen countries participated» The

study period covered 10 years starting from 1980. Shis

study ̂ f 1.7 indicated a potential market of 3200 IW(e)

for reactors of sizes ranging from 200 to 400 Mtf(e) re-

presenting about Qjd of the total estimated nuclear capa-

city addition of 52,200 MW(e) under the low load forecast

conditions.

In December 1973* major oil producing countries

raised the oil-price from US f 3 to 4 per barrel to TJB f

12 to 16 per barrel. Shis increase in price changed the

economic outlook for SMPR*s so much so that even a 100

H&Ke) nuclear plant showed considerable economic advanta-

ge over a 100 MW(e) oil-fired plant on the basis of esti-

mated costs. She Agency subsequently decided to update

the Market Survey and conduct an extended study to include

the remaining developing countries, the total number of

countries being 84-. She study £2.J indicated a poten-

tial market for nuclear power plants of sizes from 150

PW(e) to 500 MW(e) amounting to 154 units with a total

installed capacity of 45,000 Mf(e) as ,shown in Sable I*



Source of Supply Survey

The results of the Harket^though based on data

which were not entirely reliable, gave renewed hopes to

the interested developing countries that reactor manufac-

turers would now be willing to supply small and medium

sized reactors on a commercial basis. The Agency called

meetings of experts in 1974 and 1975 in order to take

stock of present and future potentially available desi-

gns of SMPB's. The situation as reported by the Agency

^"5_7» C1^J i n e a r ly 1976 was that three organisations

in the world with designs for plants in the size range

from 92 Mtf(e) to 34-5 Mtf(e) informed the Agency that

they would respond to bid invitations with definite

proposals. The proposed reactors are based on pres-

surised light water (FUE) and steam generating heavy

water (SGHWH) systems. The light water reactors are

essentially land-based versions of French and German

ship propulsion reactors while the heavy water reac-

tor design is based on the SGHMR plant at Vinfrith in

the United Kingdom. Some of these reactors may require

additional development work to make the designs up-to-

date and complete for a commercial contract.

At present small reactors are being built in

India mostly with domestic participation. The design

is based on the GANDU type pressurised heavy water

reactor system and the size has been standardised at 235

Mtf(e). This reactor could find wide acceptability in

many developing countries if it was offered for export

through joint collaboration of Canada and India. This



would, however, necessitate expansion of the manufactur-

ing capability in India and participation of the Cana-

dian industries for supply of special equipment, compo-

nents and materials.

The Soviet design of standard 4-'4O MW(e) pressu-

rised light water reactor (PWB) system has been built

and operated successfully in the Soviet Union and out-

side. This reactor system could also be suitable for

many developing countries if it was available for export.

There are many small reactors based on proven

designs of light water and heavy water reactor concepts

which were built during the last decade and have been

operating successfully since then. Some of these designs

could be selected and modified to meet the present

safety and licensing requirement and at the same time
t

incorporating recent technological innovations. The

cost of this modification may be significantly high and,

according to some experts, this would be comparable to

that of a new design. It is, however, believed that

the modified desifpi of any operating reactor will carry

greater confidence of reliability than any new design.

Capital Cost ;
; and medium sized

Although Esome small ̂  reactors are available for

construction, thtjtir costs are not known with reasonable

confidence as none of these systems, except the CAHDU-

reactors in India and the Soviet 440 MW(e) PWE1S, has

been built or ordered to be built recently. Indicated



capital costs ̂ ~5_7 are shown in Table II and they need

to be confirmed by the suppliers.

Potential Buyers

After having completed the Market Surrey and after

having ascertained the potential sources of supply, the

next logical step was to find out the potential buyers of

SUFE1S0 For this purpose the Agency during its General

Conference in 1975 invited the Member States to a special

meeting when it was found that the number of the interes-

ted countries was disappointingly low. Only three coun-

tries, namely Bangladesh, Jamaica and Kuwait indicated

that they had plans to build small reactors upto a size

of about 200 MWf(e). According to some observers the

interest of the developing countries has dampened because

small reactors are not commercially available with reli-

able estimates of costs.

Further Developments of SMPE* s

Looking at the results of the 1974- Market Survey,

it is possible to identify the reactor sizes which will

find wide acceptability in the developing countries.

These sizes are 150 MW(o), 200 MUP(e) and 400 MW(e)which

are close to the sizes available among the British

SGHMR, Franco-German modified ship propulsion reactors,

GAUDU reactors and the Eussian PWR1S. If the manufac-



turers of these reactors are serious about their inten-

tion to sell their reactors it is essential that their

designs are completed and capital costs are firmed up

with reasonable confidence. So far manufacturers have

been shy in Baking further investment to complete their

designs. It is argued that further investment by them

will not be justified unless there are positive and firm

indications from the potential buyers.

Re commendations
supplier issue has led to

The buyer- £_ an impasse and it is obvious that

some positive steps are urgently needed to bring the

potential manufacturers and buyers together. Since the

key issues are financial in nature, it may be necessary

to provide some financial assistance, inorder to break

the ice, to few selected manufacturers and/or developing

countries most interested in SMPR1S. This step would

enable the manufacturers to complete their designs and

firm up their prices and indirectly benefit the develop-

ing countries since such financial assistance will tend

to reduce the capital costs of the plants. It may be

possible to create a Special Nuclear Fund by contribution

from the Member States, specially from the industriali-

sed countries having the capability of manufacturing

nuclear power plants and who have been enjoying the full

benefits of nuclear power. In this connection it may be

mentioned that while the effort of the Agency against

nuclear proliferation deserves due appreciation, it is,

however, felt that the Agency could do more for an equi-



The Special Nuclear Fund proposed to be created

by contribution from Member States may be utilised for

the following purposes:-

(1) Manufacturers of Steam Generating Heavy Water

Reactors, Small CAIfDU Reactors and Small Light Water

Reactors may be given financial support for the required

modifications to their designs so as to make these reac-

tors commercially available to developing countries.

(2) In view of the high costs of SMER1 s part of

the Special Nuclear fund should be used to provide credit

with soft terms to developing countries interested in

building such reactors.

It is also desirable that the Agency should expand

the scope of its activities and take up the responsibili-

ty of collecting and administering this Pund by selecting

the suitable reactor types and sizes and also the develop-

ing countries which deserve any financial assistance from

this Fund.

table and gloval distribution of the benefits of atomic

energy. There is an urgent need to intensify the efforts

of the Agency in this direction and the industrialised

Member States have an obligation to support the Agency so

that the benefits of nuclear power is made available to

all developing Member States who are eager to introduce

nuclear power.
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TABIE II. INDICATED CAPITAL COSTS O? SKPR18

unit Estimate
Supplier Country Size Cost

Mtf(e) US
Beoarks

InteratoK Germany 200

330

197

261

Proposed extrapo-
lation of «arine
propulsion reac-
tor as used on
•Otto Hahn' which
was only 30 IWe.

Technicatome Prance 3>0 180 Proposed develop-
ment of submarine
reactor or propo-

120 131 B»d adaption of
pressurized water
design»

Pairey
Engineering

U.K. 100 128 Repeat of Steaa
(includ- Generating Heavy
ing heavy Water Keactor
water) prototype operat-

ing in Britain
since 1970.

£*As quoted by supplier for construction in his
own country. Costs are in 1975 dollars and
exclude fuel, escalation and interest during
construction.
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